Get Ready for Classes

Your first semester at NYU will introduce you to the greatest works of the ancient world, through your Social Foundations and Cultural Foundations classes. Experience these works firsthand in the museums, theaters, and cultural sites for which New York City is known. You will also hone your writing skills in Writing I, and select an elective in a field of interest or meet a requirement for your intended major. The classes you take will build upon these themes and prepare you to finish your core requirements as a sophomore.

Find out key steps for choosing and registering for your spring classes by tuning into the live Registration Webinar with your academic advisors, Leah Guarino-Ramirez, Leslie Rosales and Nadine Griffith, on October 30. Mark your calendar for other important dates listed below as you prepare for NYU!

Pre-Arrival Checklist

October To-Do's:

- Review your Registration Guide
- Attend your Registration webinar on 10/30 at 6:00 p.m. EST - RSVP today!
- Watch the Study Away webinar
- Watch the Student Life webinar (viewable upon login to NYUHome)
- Obtain and begin reading the new student reading Educated: A Memoir, to be discussed at orientation
- Apply for housing on 10/15
• Remember to submit proof of high school graduation to NYU Admissions
• **International Students:** Submit your I-20 Application to the Office of Global Services by October 15

**Upcoming:**
• **November:** Register for classes on 11/14
• **November:** Submit any advanced standing credit you earned in high school

**Important Links**
• [Next Stop Spring](#)
• [Core Program Curriculum](#) (Spring 2020 courses will be updated October 11th)

Anthony Reynolds is a clinical assistant professor in Liberal Studies at NYU, where he teaches a range of interdisciplinary courses in the humanities that focus primarily on the relationship between literature and philosophy, including the Cultural Foundations core sequence, Research Methods in the Humanities, and Trauma Studies in a Global Context, among others. His current research project is a literary history of pragmatism entitled "American Exteriory: On the Outside of Literary Pragmatism." And he's published in a number of journals including Angelaki, Qui Parle, Diacritics, SubStance, and Literature/Film Quarterly. When he’s not teaching, he spends his free time whitewater kayaking. He's paddled rivers from Tennessee to Canada, including Tennessee's Ocoee River, which hosted events for the 1996 Olympics.